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Biosafety Level 1 (BSL-1)

• BSL-1 is the basic level of protection common to

most research and clinical laboratories, and is

appropriate for agents that are not known to

cause disease in normal and healthy humans.



Biosafety Level 2 (BSL-2)
• BSL-2 is appropriate for moderate-risk agents known  

to cause human disease of varying severity by  

inges>on or through percutaneous or mucous  

membrane exposure.

• Most cell culture labs should be at least BSL-2, but  

the exact requirements depend upon the cell line  

used and the type of work conducted.



Biosafety Level 3 (BSL-3)

• BSL-3 is appropriate for indigenous or exoCc agents

with a known poten>al for aerosol transmission,

and for agents that may cause serious and

poten>ally lethal infec>ons.



Biosafety Level 4 (BSL-
4)

• BSL-4 is appropriate for exotic agents that pose a

high individual risk of life-threatening disease by

infectious aerosols and for which no treatment is

available.

• These agents are restricted to high containment

laboratories.







Basic Equipment



ExpandedEquipment

• Aspiration pump (peristaltic or vacuum)
• pH meter
• Confocal microscope
• Flow cytometer



Additional
Supplies

• Cell culture vessels (e.g., flasks, Petri dishes, roller  
bottles, multi-well plates)

• Pipettes and pipettors
• Syringes and needles
• Waste containers
• Media, sera, and reagents
• Cells









Hepa Filter





Classes of Cell CultureHoods  
(Biosafety Cabinets)

• Class I

• Class II

• Class II A and Class II B

• Class III



Class 1 Cabinets

• Class I cell culture hoods offer significant

protection to laboratory personnel and

levels of  
to the

environment when used with good microbiological  
techniques,

• But they do not provide cultures protection from 

contamination.

• They are similar in design and air flow characteristics to  

chemical fume hoods.





Class IICabinets
• Class II cell culture hoods are designed for work

involving BSL-1, 2, and 3 materials, and they also

provide an asepCc environment necessary for cell

culture experiments.

• A Class II biosafety cabinet should be used for handling

potenCally hazardous materials (e.g., primate-derived

cultures, virally infected cultures, carcinogenic or

toxic reagents).





Type II-A

• A front access opening with a carefully maintained  
inward flow

• HEPA-filtered unidirectional airflow
• HEPA-filtered exhaust air to the lab (30%)
• 70% of the air re-circulated back into the laminar  

flow hood
• Are not suitable for wok with radionuclides or  

volatile materials



Type II B

• Are conducted to exterior of  

building

• Air are not re-circulated  

within the cabinets

• Suitable for

radionuclides

materials

work with  

and volatile



Class III biosafetycabinets

• Class III biosafety cabinets are gas-Cght, and they

provide the highest aLainable level of protec>on

to personnel and the environment.

• A Class III biosafety cabinet is required for work

involving known human pathogens and other BSL-

4 materials.







Air-flow characteristics of cellculture  
hoods

• Cell culture hoods protect the working environment

from dust and other airborne contaminants by

maintaining a constant, unidirectional flow of HEPA-

filtered air over the work area.

• The flow can be horizontal, blowing parallel to the

work surface, or it can be vertical, blowing from the

top of the cabinet onto the work surface.



Air-flow characteristics ofcell  
culture hoods

• Depending on its design, a horizontal flow hood provides

protection to the culture (if the air flowing towards the

user) or to the user (if the air is drawn in through the front

of the cabinet by negative air pressure inside).

• Vertical flow hoods, on the other hand, provide significant

protection to both the user and the cell culture.





• Environmental monitoring with Tryptose Soya Broth

agar seVle plates inside the cabinet for a minimum of

four hours is a good indicator of how clean a cabinet is.

• There should be no growth of bacteria , aPer

incuba>on for 3 days, or fungi aPer incuba>on for 5

days, on such plates.



• In most cases a class 2 cabinet is adequate for

animal cell culture.

• However, each study must be assessed for its

hazard risk and it is possible that additional factors,

such as a known virus infection or an uncertain

provenance may require a higher level of

containment.







Storage

A cell culture laboratory should have storage areas for ;

• liquids such as media and reagents,

• chemicals such as drugs and anCbioCcs,

• consumables such as disposable pipeVes, culture  

vessels, and gloves,

• glassware such as media boVles and glass pipeVes

• Cssues and cells.



• Glassware, plastics, and specialized equipment can

be stored at ambient temperature on shelves and

in drawers;

• However, it is  

reagents, and

important to store all media,  

chemicals accordingto the

instructions on the label.



Refrigerators

• For small cell culture laboratories, a domestic

refrigerator (preferably one without an autodefrost

freezer) is an adequate and inexpensive piece of

equipment for storing reagents and media at 2–8°C.



• For larger laboratories, a cold room restricted to  

cell culture is more appropriate.

• Make sure that the refrigerator or the cold room is

cleaned regularly to avoid contamina>on



Freezers

• Most cell culture reagents can be stored at –5°C to
–20°C; therefore, an ultradeep freezer (i.e., a –80°C  
freezer) is optional for storing most reagents.

• A domestic freezer is a cheaper alternative to a

temperature oscillations in
laboratory  
withstand  
autodefrost (i.e., self-thawing) freezer,

freezer. While most reagents can
an  

some
reagents such as antibiotics and enzymes should be  
stored in a freezer that does not autodefrost.







Incubators

• Cell cultures require a  

environment in which to grow.
strictly controlled

• Specialist incubators are used routinely to provide

the correct growth conditions, such as

temperature, degree of humidity and CO2 levels in

a controlled and stable manner.



• Generally, they can be set to run at temperatures in

the range of 28 oC (for insect cell lines) to 37 oC (for

mammalian cell lines) and set to provide CO2 at the

required level (e.g. 5-10%).

• Some incubators also have the facility to control the

O2 levels.



• There are two basic types of incubators:
1. dry incubators
2. humid CO2 incubators.



• Dry incubators are more economical, but require the cell cultures to

be incubated in sealed flasks to prevent evaporation.

• Placing a water dish in a dry incubator can provide some humidity,

but they do not allow precise control of atmospheric conditions in

the incubator.

• Humid CO2 incubators are more expensive, but allow superior

control of culture conditions.

• They can be used to incubate cells cultured in Petri dishes or

multiwell plates, which require a controlled atmosphere of high

humidity and increased CO2 tension.



Cryogenic storage

• Cell lines in conCnuous culture are likely to suffer from

geneCc instability as their passage number increases;

therefore, it is essenCal to prepare working stocks of

the cells and preserve them in cryogenic storage.

• Do not store cells in –20°C or –80°C freezers,

because their viability decreases when they are

stored at these temperatures.





















Cell Counter (Haemocytometer)

• A cell counter is essential for quantitative growth

kinetics, and a great advantage when more than

two or three cell lines are cultured in the

laboratory.


























